Compliance with the following codes:
4. 2020, 2015 and 2010 Natural Gas and Propane Installation Code**
*Uniform Plumbing Code is a copyrighted publication of the International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials
**Copyrighted publication of Canadian Standard Association

Compliance with the following standards:
1. ANSI Z21.97/CSA 2.41-2017 Outdoor Decorative Gas Appliances

**CERTIFIED MODELS**

MATCH LT:
- Model # CFB60 NG/LP as match lit
- Model # CFB120 NG/LP as match lit
- Model # CFB180 NG/LP as match lit
- Model # CFB240 NG/LP as match lit
- Model # CFB290 NG/LP as match lit
- Model # CFB360 NG/LP as match lit
- Model # CFB420 NG/LP as match lit
- Model # CFB60 2XL NG/LP as match lit
- Model # CFBH420 NG/LP as match lit
- Model # CFBH300 NG/LP as match lit
- Model # CFBH260 NG/LP as match lit
- Model # CFBH240 NG/LP as match lit
- Model # CFBH200 NG/LP as match lit
- Model # CFBH160 NG/LP as match lit
- Model # CFBH120 NG/LP as match lit
- Model # CFB60 NG/LP as match lit

**MATCH LIT:**
- Model # WTV350 NG/LP as matchlit
- Model # WT230 NG/LP as matchlit
- Model # WTVES180 NG/LP as matchlit
- Model # WTV120 NG/LP as matchlit
- Model # WTV60 NG/LP as matchlit

**3V BATTERY OPERATED UNITS**
- Model # CFBO360 NG/LP with 3VIK
- Model # CFBT470LP NG/LP with 3VIK
- Model # CFBO360 NG/LP with 24VIKSC
- Model # CFBT470LP NG/LP with 24VIKSC

**24 VOLT STANDARD ELECTRONIC IGNITION SYSTEMS - Standard Capacity**
- Model # CFBO280 NG/LP with 24VIKSC
- Model # CFBT290 NG/LP with 24VIKSC
- Model # CFBO180 NG/LP with 3VIK
- Model # CFBT110LP NG/LP with 3VIK
- Model # CFBO180 NG/LP with P24VIKSC
- Model # CFBT110LP NG/LP with P24VIKSC

**24 VOLT PREMIUM ELECTRONIC IGNITION SYSTEMS - Standard Capacity**
- Model # CFBO360 NG/LP with P24VIKSC
- Model # CFBT470LP NG/LP with P24VIKSC
- Model # CFBO360 NG/LP with 24VIKHC
- Model # CFBT470LP NG/LP with 24VIKHC

**24 VOLT STANDARD ELECTRONIC IGNITION SYSTEMS - High Capacity**
- Model # CFBO280 NG/LP with 24VIKHC
- Model # CFBT290 NG/LP with 24VIKHC
- Model # CFBO180 NG/LP with 3VIK
- Model # CFBT110LP NG/LP with 3VIK
- Model # CFBO180 NG/LP with P24VIKSC
- Model # CFBT110LP NG/LP with P24VIKSC

**24 VOLT PREMIUM ELECTRONIC IGNITION SYSTEMS - High Capacity**
- Model # CFBO360 NG/LP with P24VIKHC
- Model # CFBT470LP NG/LP with P24VIKHC
- Model # CFBO360 NG/LP with 24VIKHC
- Model # CFBT470LP NG/LP with 24VIKHC

**HIGH CAPACITY (HC) ignitions may be substituted for Standard Capacity (SC) ignitions.**